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Let F be a field, and let A be a finite-dimensional F-algebra. Write d s dim A,F
and let e be the largest degree of the minimal polynomial for any a g A. Define
 . ’the function f d, e s e 2 dr e y 1 q 1r4 q er2 y 2. We prove that, if S is .
any finite generating set for A as an F-algebra, the words in S of length less than
 .f d, e span A as an F-vector space. In the special case of n-by-n matrices, this
2 2 3r2 .  .’bound becomes f n , n s n 2n r n y 1 q 1r4 q nr2 y 2 g O n . This is .
 2 .a substantial improvement over previous bounds, which have all been O n . We
also prove that, for particular sets S of matrices, the bound can be sharpened to
one that is linear in n. As an application of these results, we reprove a theorem of
Small, Stafford, and Warfield about semiprime affine F-algebras. Q 1997 Academic
Press
1. PRELIMINARIES
Let F be a field, and let A be a finite-dimensional F-algebra. Set
d s dim A. Since A is finite-dimensional over F, it is obviously finitelyF
generated. Let S be a finite generating set for A as an F-algebra. We shall
 4  4write A s F S to denote this. Writing S s a , . . . , a , we shall adopt the1 t
convention that 1 is a word in S of length zero, and write Si for the set of
all words in S of length F i. We have the obvious containment Si : S j for
i F j, also SiS j s Siq j.
Writing FSi for the F-linear span of Si, we have the following chain of
 0 0 .containments noting that S s 1, so FS s F :
0 1 i iq1  4F s FS : FS : ??? : FS : FS : ??? : F S s A. 1 .
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Since A is assumed finite-dimensional over F, there is an integer k such
that
k kq1 kq2  4FS s FS s FS s ??? s F S s A. 2 .
 .We define the length of the generating set S, written l S , to be the
smallest k for which FS k s A, and we define the length of A to be
 .  .l A s max l S , where the maximum ranges over all sets S for whichS
 4  . iA s F S . Note that, in 1 , the dimensions of each FS must increase with
i unless the chain stabilizes. That is, dim FSi s dim FSiq1 if and only ifF F
i  .FS s A. From this we obtain trivially the upper bound l A F d y 1.
 .  .The goal of this paper is to give bounds for l S and l A in terms of d
and another invariant which we define presently. Since A is finite-dimen-
sional, every element of A is integral over F and, moreover, the degrees of
the elements of A are bounded above. For a finite generating set S, let
 .  i 4e S s max deg w: w g S for some i , where deg w is the degree of the
 .  .minimal polynomial for w over F. Set e s e A s max e S , and noteS
 4that e s max deg a: a g A .
Define the function
2 d 1 e
f d , e s e q q y 2. 3 .  .( e y 1 4 2
 .   ..  .Our main result says that l S - f d, e S and consequently that l A -
’ .  .  .f d, e . Note that f d, e g O de . A particular case of the above is when
 .A s M F , the ring of n-by-n matrices over F. In this case our result saysn
2 2  ..  . ’that l M F - f n , n s n 2 n r n y 1 q 1r4 q nr2 y 2 g .n
 3r2 .O n .
This represents a considerable improvement over previous bounds. For
w x   .. u 2 . v  u vexample, in P , Paz proves l M F F n q 2 r3 where ? denotes then
.least integer function , and this appears to be the best known result in this
 .direction. Other results of this paper include sharper bounds on l S for
 .certain sets S in the case of n-by-n matrices Section 4 , and a short proof
of a theorem of Small, Stafford, and Warfield on semiprime algebras of
 .GK dimension 1 Section 5; terminology defined there .
The proof of our main result is combinatorial in nature and we
shall need to collect some notation and terminology. The ideas of the
w xproof are similar to those found in P , with several generalizations and
simplifications.
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2. COMBINATORIAL LEMMAS
We prove here some combinatorial lemmas which are needed for the
proof of our main theorem. We begin with some notation and terminology.
We shall assume first that a finite generating set S for A is given, and we
 4shall write F S for A to emphasize that S is given and assumed fixed. By
a word w in S we shall mean a product of finitely many elements in S.
That is, w s w w ??? w , where each w g S. We shall call l the length of1 2 l i
the word w. A word w9 is a subword of w if we can write w s uw9¨ for
 .possibly empty words u, ¨ .
In terms of the notation of Section 1, S l consists of all words of length
F l . If w is actually an element of FSi for some i - l , then we say that w
 i. iis reducible relative to FS . More generally, if a g FS is actually
contained in FS k for some k - i, we shall call a reducible.
LEMMA 2.1. Let m and n be fixed positi¨ e integers, and let w be a word in
S of length at least mn q m q n. Let k be an integer satisfying mn F k -
 .m q 1 n. Then if w does not ha¨e at least m q 1 distinct subwords of length
k, w can be written as
nq1w s u w9 ¨ , .
where w9 is a subword of length at most m.
Proof. Let w be the subword w w ??? w of w, and considerÄ l l lq1 lqky1
the first m q 1 subwords w , . . . , w of w. Note that w has at leastÄ Ä1 mq1
m q 2 subwords of length k since the length of w is at least mn q m q
.n G k q m q 1. If these first m q 1 subwords are not distinct, then two
of them, say w and w , are equal. Note that both i, j F m q 1, and assumeÄ Äi j
that i - j.
Since i and j are small relative to k, there is a large overlap between the
two words w and w . We indicate this overlap by writingÄ Äi j
w s w ??? w w ??? w ,Äi i jy1 j iqky1
w s w ??? w ??? w .Äj j iqky1 jqky1
Since w s w , the word w ??? w is equal to the word w ??? w .Ä Äj i i jy1 j 2 jyiy1
Since this word represents the first ``overlap'' between w and w , we haveÄ Äi j
w s w ??? w w ??? w w ??? w , .  .Äi i jy1 i jy1 2 jyi iqky1
w s w ??? w w ??? w ??? w . .Äj i jy1 2 jyi iqky1 jqky1
But now we see that w ??? w is the second subword of w , whichÄi jy1 i
makes it the second subword of w , which is in turn the third subword ofÄj
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w . This is also the third subword of w , hence the fourth subword of w ,Ä Ä Äi j i
and so on. It follows that we have the following decomposition for the
words w and w :Ä Äi j
w s w ??? w w ??? w ??? w ??? w ??? w , .  .  .Äi i jy1 i jy1 i jy1 iqky1
w s w ??? w ??? w ??? w w ??? w ??? w . .  .  .Äj i jy1 i jy1 i jy1 jqky1
It remains to count the number of times the word w ??? w occurs ini jy1
succession. Since j y i F m and k G mn, it follows that as a subword of wÄi
it occurs at least n times in succession. Also, it occurs one extra time as
the nth subword of w . So it occurs at least n q 1 times in succession.Äj
Thus w can be decomposed as
n q 1 times! # "
w s w ??? w w ??? w ??? w ??? w w ??? w , 4 .  .  .1 iy1 i jy1 i jy1 jqky1 N^ ` _^ ` _ ^ ` _^ ` _
u w9 w 9 ¨
where N is the length of w. This proves the lemma.
 .In order to apply this lemma, we shall take n q 1 G e S . Then all of
the words of length at least mn q m q n which do not have at least
m q 1 distinct subwords of length k will be reducible since they contain a
m  .subword which is an element of S raised to the n q 1 st power, and
hence can be replaced by a sum of words of smaller length using its
. ? @minimal polynomial . Write ? for the greatest integer function.
 .LEMMA 2.2. Suppose n G e S y 1 and that there exists a positi¨ e integer
k such that
dim FS k y dim FS ky1 F krn.F F
? @  .Then, setting m s krn , we ha¨e l S F mn q m q n y 1.
Proof. For each j G 1, we shall order all words in S j of a fixed length
lexicographically, where S is ordered by a - a - ??? - a . We wish to1 2 t
show that every word of length mn q m q n is reducible. Suppose to the
contrary that this is not the case, and let w be the smallest word of length
mn q m q n which is not reducible. Then by our choice of n, w cannot
 . contain a subword that is an n q 1 st power else it would be reducible
.using the minimal polynomial of the subword . Hence by Lemma 2.1,
w has at least m q 1 distinct subwords of length k. Note that mn F k -
 . .m q 1 n, so Lemma 2.1 applies.
Since dim FS k y dim FS ky1 - m q 1 and there are at least m q 1F F
distinct subwords of w, there is a nontrivial dependence relation among
these subwords modulo FS ky1. Choose a dependence relation among
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these m q 1 subwords with minimal number of nonzero coefficients, and
write it as
¨ q a ¨ q ??? qa ¨ q ¨ s 0,1 2 2 m9 m9
where each ¨ is a subword of w of length k, ¨ g FS ky1, m9 F m q 1,j
each a g F is nonzero, and ¨ ) ¨ ??? ) ¨ . Replacing ¨ in w withj 1 2 m9 1
 .y a ¨ q ??? qa ¨ q ¨ , we have replaced w with a sum of words of2 2 m9 m9
length F mn q m q n, such that each word of length mn q m q n is less
than w in the lexicographical ordering.
Consequently, each word of length mn q m q n in the new expression
for w is reducible, by the minimality of w. This shows that w is in fact
reducible, a contradiction. Hence every word of length mn q m q n is
 .reducible, that is, l S F mn q m q n y 1.
In order to apply the previous lemma, we must be able to ensure that
the condition dim FS k y dim FS ky1 F krn is satisfied for some k. WeF F
shall accomplish this by choosing m and n appropriately in the proof of
the main theorem in the next section.
3. PROOF OF MAIN THEOREM
 4THEOREM 3.1. Let A s F S for some finite generating set S. Then
 .   ..  .l S - f d, e S , where d is the dimension of A. Moreo¨er, setting e s e A ,
 .  .we ha¨e l A - f d, e .
Proof. The proof is an application of the lemmas of the previous
 .section. Choosing n s e S y 1 in Lemma 2.2, we need to choose m to
ensure that the conditions of the lemma are satisfied. Note that mn q
 .  .  .  .  .m q n s m q 1 e S y 1. Suppose that l S G m q 1 e S y 1. Then
the conclusion of Lemma 2.2 is false, and so the hypotheses of Lemma 2.2
must fail. That is, for every integer k, we have that dim FS k yF
dim FS ky1 ) krn.F
Now we count dimensions. We begin with the telescoping sum
 .  . .my1 e S y1
mq1. eS .y1. 0 p py1dim FS ydim FS s dim FS ydim FS .F F F F
ps1
 .Replacing the first e S y 2 terms on the right with the lower bound of 1
and using dim FS 0 s 1, we getF
 .  . .mq1 e S y1
mq1. eS .y1. p py1dim FS Ge S y1q dim FS ydim FS . . F F F
 .pse S y1
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We may rewrite this latter sum as
 .  . .mq1 e S y1
p py1dim FS y dim FS F F
 .pse S y1
 .  . .iq1 e S y1m
k ky1s dim FS y dim FS .  F F
is1   . .ksi e S y1
Now, since dim FS k y dim FS ky1 ) krn, we have dim FS k yF F F
ky1   . .  .  . .dim FS ) i q 1 when i e S y 1 F k - i q 1 e S y 1 . Thus weF
have
 .  . .  .  . .iq1 e S y1 iq1 e S y1m m
k ky1dim FS y dim FS ) i q 1   F F
is1   . . is1   . .ksi e S y1 ksi e S y1
m
s i q 1 e S y 1 . .  . .
is1
Combining the above inequalities we get
m
mq1. eS .y1.dim FS ) e S y 1 q i q 1 e S y 1 .  .  . .F
is1
m q 1 m q 2 .  .
) e S y 1 q y 1 e S y 1 .  . .
2
m q 1 m q 2 .  .
) e S y 1 . . .
2
 .  .  .  .  . .Since l S G m q 1 e S y 1 ) m q 1 e S y 1 , we deduce the final
inequality
m q 1 m q 2 .  .
dim A s d ) e S y 1 . 5 .  . .F 2
 .   . .We shall solve this inequality for m. Rewriting 5 as 2 dr e S y 1 )
2   . .m q 3m q 2, we complete the square to get 2 dr e S y 1 q 1r4 )
2 . ’m q 3r2 , and we conclude that m - 2 dr e S y 1 q 1r4 y 3r2. . .
 .If we choose m larger than this quantity, then 5 fails, and we must
 .  .  .have that l S - m q 1 e S y 1. In particular, choose m s
u v  .  .  .’2 dr e S y 1 q 1r4 y 3r2 . Then l S F m q 1 e S y 2. Since . .
’m - 2 dr e S y 1 q 1r4 y 1r2, we have . .
2 d 1 e S .
l S - e S q q y 2 s f d , e S . .  .  . .( e S y 1 4 2 .
This proves the first part of the theorem.
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 .For the second part, we can argue exactly as above replacing e S with e
 .  .to conclude that l S - f d, e . Since the right-hand side is independent of
 .  .  .  .S we have max l S - f d, e , that is, l A - f d, e .S
An important application of these results is when the algebra A is
2 n-by-n matrices over F. In this case d s n and e s n note that this n is
.  .different from the n above . For simplicity of notation we shall write f n
2 2 . ’in place of f n , n s n 2n r n y 1 q 1r4 q nr2 y 2. .
  ..  .COROLLARY 3.2. l M F - f n .n
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 3.1 as noted above.
We close this section by noting that a more careful counting of the
dimensions in our argument might enable one to improve the leading
’ .coefficient in the bound for l A below 2 . However, it does not seem
likely that the techniques used here will improve the bound asymptotically
’ . w x   ..below O de . Paz has conjectured P that l M F F 2n y 2. In ourn
 .next section we prove some bounds for l S in the case of n-by-n matrices
 .  .to show that l S is sub linear in n for many sets S, and in particular that
Paz' conjecture is true for ``most'' sets S that is, for sets S containing a
.matrix with distinct eigenvalues .
4. BOUNDS FOR MATRIX ALGEBRAS
In this section we shall restrict our attention to the case where A s
 .  .M F . For many generating sets S, l S can be seen to be at worst linearn
in n. In particular, if we have information about the rank or minimal
polynomial for some s g FSi, we can use it in bounding the length of S, as
the following theorem shows.
 4  .THEOREM 4.1. Let S be a finite set of matrices such that F S s M F .n
 . k  .a If FS contains a matrix of rank r ) 0 for some k, then l S F
rn q n y r q k y 1.
 .  .b If S contains a matrix with distinct eigen¨alues, then l S F 2n y 2.
 .c If S contains a matrix whose characteristic polynomial equals its
 .minimal polynomial, then l S F 3n y 3.
 . k  .Proof. a Suppose that s g FS has rank r, and write M F s A ton
ease notation. Consider the left ideal L s As of A. Since s has rank r,
dim L s rn. Consider the sequenceF
Fs s FS 0s : FS1s : ??? : FSis F FSiq1s : ??? : L.
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 .Just as in eq. 1 , the above sequence stabilizes exactly when it generates
the entire left ideal L. So there is a j such that FS js s L, and since
dim L s rn and dim FS 0 s 1, we may take j s rn y 1. By assumption,F F
s g FS k, and so we have L : FS r nqky1. Finally, we may conjugate each
element of S by an appropriate matrix to assume that L is the left ideal
consisting of those matrices in which all but possibly the first r columns
are zero.
Let R be the right ideal of A consisting of matrices in which all buti
possibly the ith row are zero, and set RX s R l L. Then R has dimen-i i i
sion n while RX has dimension r. Arguing as above, RX FS j s RX FS jq1 ifi i i
and only if RX FS j s R . Since the dimension increases by at least one ati i
each step, RX FS ny r s R . Therefore, R : FS r nqnyrqky1. Since A is thei i i
direct sum of the R , the result follows.i
 .b Again calling the matrix s, we may assume that s is diagonal with
 .  .  y1 .distinct entries, since if p g M F is invertible, l S s l p Sp . For s inn
this form, the matrix units e are polynomials in s of degree n y 1, soi i
ny1  . ny1e g FS . Arguing as in part a above, we have that Ae : FS e ,i i i i i i
2 ny2  .and so Ae : FS . Since A s [ Ae , we have l S F 2n y 2.i i i i i
 .c By assumption, the minimal polynomial for s has degree n. Let K
be a splitting field for the minimal polynomial of s over F, and note that
 .  4  .M K s K S . There is a matrix s9 g M K which is a polynomial in sn n
ny1 i  4of degree n y 1 and has rank 1. Since s9 g KS , and KS s K S if and
i  4  .  .only if FS s F S , an application of a shows that l S F 3n y 3.
 .  . wRemark 4.2. Part b and a special case of part a are proven in FGG,
x  .Theorem 3.6 . They also give an example Example 2.9 that shows that
  ..l M F G 2n y 2 for infinitely many values of n. In light of thesen
  ..results, Paz' conjecture can be refined to: l M F s 2n y 2.n
As another application of Theorem 3.1, we have the following sharpen-
w xing of a result of Pearcy Pe .
 .THEOREM 4.3. Let s, t g M F for an algebraically closed field F ofn
 .  .characteristic zero. Suppose that trace p s, s* s trace p t, t* for e¨ery
 .monomial p x, y in two noncommuting indeterminates x, y of degree at most
 . y1f n . Then there exists a unitary matrix u such that usu s t.
w xProof. This is Corollary 2.8 of FGG . There they prove the theorem
 .   ..  .for any function g n such that l M F F g n . Hence by Corollary 3.2n
 .we may use f n in the result. Note that Pearcy's original result was with
2 .g n s 2n .
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5. AN APPLICATION TO SEMIPRIME RINGS
w xIn SSW , Small, Stafford, and Warfield prove that any affine algebra of
Gelfand]Kirillov dimension 1 is a pi algebra the terminology is explained
.below . The proof is accomplished in three steps: proving the theorem first
 w x.for prime algebras this is done in SW , then for semiprime algebras, and
finally for general algebras. In this section we apply the results of this
paper to give another proof of the semiprime case. The advantage to our
proof is that it gives an upper bound on the pi degree of the algebra. We
begin with the following easy consequence of Theorem 3.1.
 4  .COROLLARY 5.1. Let S be any set of matrices such that F S s M F .n
k ky1 2  .Then there exists an integer k such that dim FS y dim FS ) n rf n .F F
 .  .Proof. This follows immediately from the bound l S - f n : if the
jump in dimension were less than the asserted value for all k, then
2 4counting dimensions would give dim F S - n , a contradiction.F
The important point of this corollary is that if we can bound the
maximum gap between dimensions then we can bound n.
We shall now briefly recall some terminology. An F-algebra R is called
 4affine if it is finitely generated over F as an algebra. If S s a , . . . , a is a1 t
  4. i igenerating set for R that is, R s F S , then we may define S and FS
exactly as in Section 1. The only difference here is that we needed not
k have FS s R for any k and in fact this will be true if and only if
.dim R - ` .F
A measure of how quickly the FSi generate R is given by the growth
 . ifunction, defined as G i s dim FS . Note that this definition dependsS F
on S. However, a quantity which depends only on R and in a rough sense
 .measures the ``exponent'' of G i is the Gelfand]Kirillo¨ dimension of R,S
written as GK dim R. It is defined as
GK dim R s lim sup log G i . .i S
iª`
w xThe fact that this is independent of S can be found in, e.g., R, 6.2 .
The following lemma is a result of Bergman, which he uses in his proof
that there are no affine algebras with GK dimension strictly between 1 and
 w x .2. See, e.g., R, 6.2 for a proof .
 .LEMMA 5.2 Bergman . Let R be an affine F-algebra of GK dimension 1,
and let S be a finite set of elements generating R. Then there exists an integer l
such that
dim FS k y dim FS ky1 F lF F
for all k G 1.
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 .The usefulness of this lemma for our purposes comes from the fact
that the bound is preserved by passing to homomorphic images and
k ky1  4extending scalars; that is, if dim FS y dim FS F l for all k in F S ,F F
k ky1  4then dim KS y dim KS F l in K S for any extension field K ofK K
F. Combining this lemma with Corollary 5.1, we can prove the following
propositions.
PROPOSITION 5.3. Let R be an affine F-algebra of GK dimension 1, and
let l be as in Lemma 5.2. Then e¨ery finite-dimensional prime homomorphic
image of R has pi degree at most N, where N is the largest integer satisfying
2  .N rf N - l .
 .Proof. First note that such an N exists because the function f n is
monotone increasing. Let P be a prime ideal of R such that RrP is
finite-dimensional. We shall write x to denote the canonical image of x in
 .RrP. By Kaplansky's theorem, RrP is of the form M D , where D is at
division ring finite over F. Let K be a splitting field for D, so that
 .  .RrP m K s M K for some s.F s
Let S be a generating set for R. Then clearly S is a generating set for
 .RrP as an F-algebra, and so S also generates M K as a K-algebra. Also,s
k ky1by Lemma 5.2, dim KS y dim KS F l for all k. Hence by CorollaryK K
2  .5.1, l ) s rf s . In other words s F N, where N is as above. Since the pi
degree of RrP is equal to s, we are done.
Remark 5.4. For l large, the bound on the pi degree in Proposition
2 2  .  2 .5.3 is N f 2 l . Indeed, taking N s 2 l gives f N s f 2 l s
2 4 2 2’2 l 8 l r 2 l y 1 q 1r4 q l y 2. Now, for l large we have .
4 2 4 2 2 3 .’’8 l r 2 l y 1 q 1r4 f 8 l r2 l f 2 l , whence f 2 l f 4 l q .
2 2  . 4  3 2 .l y 2, and N rf N f 4 l r 4 l q l y 2 f l .
PROPOSITION 5.5. Let R be a prime affine F-algebra of GK dimension 1.
Then the pi degree of R is at most N, where N is as in Proposition 5.3 and l
is as in Lemma 5.2.
w x  .Proof. By SW , R is a pi ring. Let K be the quotient field of Z R ,
 4  4and set R9 s KR. Then, if R s F S , we clearly have R9 s K S . Since
 w x.R is module-finite over its center again by SW , R9 is a finite-dimensio-
 .nal prime K-algebra and so is isomorphic to M D for some divisionr
ring finite over K, again by Kaplansky's theorem. Splitting D by some
 .finite LrK, we have that R9 m L s M L for some s. The image of S inK s
R9 m L clearly generates it as an algebra. Since dim KSk yK K
ky1  .dim KS F l for all k by the remark after Lemma 5.2 , we can argueK
exactly as in the previous proposition and conclude that the pi degree of R
is at most N.
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Armed with these two results, we can prove the following:
THEOREM 5.6. Let R be an affine semiprime F-algebra of GK dimension
1. Then R is a pi algebra. In fact, the pi degree of R is at most N, where N is
as in Proposition 5.3 and l is as in Lemma 5.2.
Proof. Since R is semiprime we have an embedding R ¨ RrP,
where the direct product is taken over all prime ideals P of R. Now the
result follows from Propositions 5.3 and 5.5, since every homomorphic
image of R is either finite-dimensional or has GK dimension 1. Since each
factor in the direct product has pi degree at most N, R does as well.
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